Electrical - Record Drawing Guidelines
Division 260000-6

In addition to the requirements outlined in previous chapters of the Procedures Manual, the following guidelines are presented below to communicate additional record drawing expectations for Electrical.

Division 26 Electrical Additional Record Drawing Guidelines

- Floor Plans: Record drawings shall:
  - Present contact information for warranty service provider.
  - Identify room numbers that reflect identifiers’ corresponding to the Owner’s installed labeling.

- Schedules:
  - All manufacturer and model references are to reflect information for installed devices in lieu of specified devices.
  - Actual panel schedules are to be presented as installed at time of commissioning.

- Other Drawings: A single line riser diagram shall be presented that reflects the full connected electrical distribution system, including existing connected system components on renovation, remodel or addition projects. The single line riser should represent the power distribution system from the utility entrance through the low voltage distribution panels.